
14,. Tom 'dicker 	 216/94 
Austin Hill rarm. Box ':;61 
Rochester, VT 05767 

Dear Er. Wicker, 

Your post c 	f -. obruary 3 in response to xrnj letter of December 19 ie at least 

a bartiel reeponse. But it represents emotion, at least resentment, rather than the kind 

of thinking I would expect from one with your professional background and experience. 

I neither said nor implied that you said other than you believe. I asked you, in 

addition to "the basis for ywr mating the statements" I quoted to you from the back 

of the d*st jacket "whether you :ado any effort to check them or anything in the book." 

As I told you, 1 had coeploted my memecript before mriting you. I also told you 

that "I begin it with quotations from the dust—jacket blurbs." 

As what appears to be an afterthought you wrote in the margin your P.S.," T do 

not care what you may say about me in some future work. I long ago got used to criticism, 

and worse." 

Yet with rogard to his critiCisme of me, of which there are ten oAe twelve in Posner's 

book, you wrote it "is a deliberate, detailed thorughly documented, sometimes brutal" 

work. As I wrote you, his criticisms of me lack sources and ho refused to provide them 

when I asked for thorn. Thus, without having asked me about them, You endorsed his critic-

isms of me. 

Ny interest is not in making any personal criticisms. It is in trying to make as 

accurate a record as is posoible of both that tragic event and how then and since then 

our basic institutions have functioned ortiled to function. Yet I do notythat when you 

read what is in the book about me you did not do what I believe you would have expected 
of every reporter under you when you were the 'xime4lashington bureau chief,—eaed if 1 

had been asked about them. end despite your career you notitell me with regard to what 

4 askedX, "I have nothing to hide, though I don t think you have any right to ask." 
On this subject you believe that, would have accepted that in your earlier life? 

Particularly afi-Ir I told you, without any question from you, that Posner's 'is 

the most dishonest book I have ever read"? 

Of what Posnee and his publisher say about that account of Oswald's life, that it 

is the "heart" of his book, you say in the blurb, "the "book's most important contribution 

may be Posner's thorough, dispassionate, yet rather sympathetic account of the warped and 

miserable life of Lee Harvey uswald," I asked you, "did you consult what the -;ommission 

and its counsel said about that vary same thing?" or 'what that shrink Hartogs actuary,  

said about 2(9swald. 

As a measure of the total, deliberate dishonesty of Posner's boat I tell you what 
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learned if you had checked at all, that all said exactly the opposite 

misuses as thD basis of his book. The very quotation that is Posner's 

he said i, what under oath and to Posner's knowledge tgrsaid is 

not what his examisation showed. If kou had checked the flgeelmrgue 

have learned about nartogs what Posner did noilfee fit to include in his 

of man, the kind of professional he is: ho used his medical practise 

and was convicted of it. Convicted may not be the correct word. t was 

a civil suit, and he paid for his sex that way. 

You asked me not a single question when I told you it is the most dishonest book 

I have ever read - and it is this in whay ways other that his misuse of Hartogs with 

regard to Oswaldi.:1 life, partoocularly whether he was all albino - yet you now say, " I 

stand by what I said about (LatieCapRed." 

If that is the way you want it, that is the way it will le. 

I amplify the precediwi paragIvph to illustrate the deliberateness of Posner's 

dishonesty. In his book he says that Oswald, using the name Lee Osborne; picked up the 

handbills he distributed from the anes Printing Company in New Orleans. He cites a 

Commission en.hibit, an FBI report, for the content of that handbill. But that very 

report says that it was not Oswald who picked those handbills up. Afte4eading that 

and another FBI report Posner does not cite I did what he did not do in all those 200 

interviews that I  presume impressed you, I interviewed both Jones and his assistant. 

Both were quite firm in saying it was not Oswald and both, independently, picked out 

of about 100 pictures I showed them several of the same man. But without this, Posner 

knew the truth from the report, the exhibit he cited for other and unnecessary purposes. 

All of those interviews, by the way, were for the purpose of aUoiding what the 

0404.6fficial evidence says and means. Not a single one of them brings to light wat 
is both factual and new, either. 

When I began what I wrote my purpose was to Make a record for our history. I had 

no agent and no publisher. When a friend in publishing) learned about it, he offered to 

publish it. I wante0 to return to what I was working on when Posner's book appeared, to 

leave that record for our history. So, instead of editing the manuscript myself I tole 

this friend to do 'that. lie will publish considerably less than I wrote, more than 200,000 

words, perhaps closer to 250,000. That is how dishonest Posner's book is and, with the 

attention to it nendom House was able to arrange for, with a little help front you, that 

is what I regard as its importance in our history. In time you will be able to see for 

tourself enough of the intended dishonesty of that to me despicable exploitation and 

commercialization of a great national tragedy, I am confident you can also see then 

that when I referred t*sner's plagiarism, that without that and without his misuse 

of Hartogs that impressed you so such he would not have had any book at all. 



I will write nothing further for the book and unless there is a controversy after 
it appears in which it io pertinent, I expect no further comment about what I wrote 

you about and your response. al that im not published will remain a record for our 

history, a record we have no way of knoAng will or will not be consulted in the 

future. 

I prefer to believe, as -L  indicated to you, that your trust was imposed upon. 
can understand this with Random house your publisher. I can also understand this more 

with Wise, who reportedly is working on a book about Oswald for Random liouse. But 

am sorry for you that :. ou did not do what as a reporter you surely would have done, 

made any check at 	asked any questions of anyone. 

For your LLforiaation and relating to what you wrote abrht what Posner wrote about 

Oswald, Ui8OIS boo;: has a com)etitor. I have given thattRupeI the official proof 

did not have when from a former "arine mate I learned and/published that Oswald as a 

urine had an exceptionally high security clearance. Po,.;ner had and quoted from that 

book of mine. But he did not refer to this high security clearance and he asked me 

nothing about it when he spent three days here or in our later correspondence or • 

phone conversations. 

Sincierely, 
i 	• 

Harold Ucisberg 
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